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International Year of Soils 
• The UN declared 2015 as International Year of Soils to raise 
awareness of the urgent need to protect the resource that feeds and 
waters us 
 
• CIATs global soils research team is working with partners to protect 
and restore this vital resource 
 
• CIAT has the largest group of scientists dedicated to soil science in 
the CGIAR 
 
• One key strength of CIAT’s group is that we work with 
      all CIAT research areas to deliver solutions to big  
      challenges 
CIAT Soils Research Area 
Restoring Degraded Land 
Soils and  
Climate Change 
Sustaining Soil 
Fertility 
Fresh Face in Print and On-line 
• Updated soils brief & Webpages 
• Increased soils blog activity  
 
 Blogs posted  Individual visitors 
2014:  Total: 13    Jan – April: 555 
2015:  Jan – April: 10   Jan – April: 2,350 
New Ways to Communicate our Messages 
• New products – films & infographics 
• Increased social media outreach 
 Launch of Nairobi Water Fund 
Reaching Farmers 
#TalkSoil 
Storify 
CIAT at Global Soil Week 
Co-hosted 5 key sessions and discussions: 
• Mitigation & adaptation to climate change through SLM 
• Soil and land information: How to support decision making? 
• Soil fertility management: Towards a joint paradigm 
• Giving living soil a voice: Approaches and tools 
• Down to earth data: Soil and contextual data in landscape 
planning and ecosystem services 
Focus today:     Land and Soil Restoration 
• Why?: Grand Challenge of the CGIAR with a target of 
restoring 190M ha of land by 2030 
 
• Goal:  to articulate a unified agenda for CIAT that 
includes strength of all Research Areas 
 
invitation 
to join the 
SOIL FAIR 
Soil Rehabilitation : €40M 
Special Initiative of the German Government 
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Management (ISFM) 
 
10 years of 
CIAT 
research 
✔ 
Soil Rehabilitation in Africa 
Proposition:   
“We have ISFM, no need for more CIAT research to 
restore degraded soils” 
Do you agree or disagree?   
 
Why? 
 
Is CIAT indispensible or not? 
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Colombia 
 
Pledged to 
Restore 
 
1M ha 
WRI 
Political buy-in ✔ 
Investor matching ✔ 
Mapping ✔ 
Business Cases ✔ 
Proposition:   
“CIAT research is not necessary for success of the 
20by20 Initiative” 
 
Do you agree or disagree?   
 
Why? 
 
Is CIAT indispensible or not? 
 
